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He was not yet in contact with the will-lessness at the
centre of his government which was to fatten his own
indecision.
He received the heads of foreign missions. Barton was
shocked by his appearance : he had never seen the
Emperor of Ethiopia so exhausted. The Emperor asked
him if he could give assurances that his Government would
support an extension of sanctions at Geneva, in view 01
the changed military situation. Barton (rightly, in the
view of his Government, honestly in mine) said that he
could not.
The British Government had entered upon sanctions
simply as an experiment. They wanted to see " if they
would work." Their approach to the problem was purely
" scientific " : it showed something of the vivisectionist's
superiority to the material on which he labours. They
never observed that the analogy with an experiment does
not work when you are dealing with human entities : that
they themselves were dealing with human wills, their own
will in the lead. They never saw that the success of their
efforts in the laboratory depended first of all on their
determination to make the laboratory a success. Theirs
was a new testing-room, a new experiment on new material.
But they showed none of the vision or dogged persistence
of the scientist who proudly perfects a new invention.
They lacked faith.
History, the study of documents, memoirs false and true,
will disclose the reasons for their feebleness of will.    Clearly
v it was in part deliberate :  certain elements in the Cabinet
and leaders of our economic life did not want an inter-
national experiment to succeed.   They actively wished to
blow up the test-tubes and cut off the gas.   Others thought
that   European   Fascism   should   not   be  weakened   for
the coming struggle of all the rights against all the lefts.
Others  simply panicked :    the principle  had  struck in
them such  shallow roots that the slightest shock threw
it out.   These had settled for sanctions as a means to
I keep   future   aggressors  in   order:    meaning   Germany.
i As  soon   as   Germany   occupied   the   Rhineland,   their
\ resolution changed.   They got such a fright that they lost
* their reason.    The very activity of their future aggressor
drove  out  of their  heads   the  programme for  dealing

